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Item 8.01.

Other Events.

Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. ("Cliffs") is responding to articles published today by Barron’s Ben Levisohn and Axiom
Capital Management’s Gordon Johnson with respect to an open market purchase of 200,000 Cliffs shares made yesterday by its
Chairman, President and CEO, Lourenco Goncalves. These comments include statements that are inaccurate and materially
misleading regarding Mr. Goncalves’ previous share purchases. In particular, Barron’s and Axiom inaccurately reported that Mr.
Goncalves' last open market share purchase occurred in March 2015. In fact, Mr. Goncalves has made multiple significant open
market purchases of Cliffs shares since March 2015, totaling 300,000 shares, including two purchases in May 2015 and one
purchase in May 2016. All of these purchases were reflected in Form 4’s filed with the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission. Both Barron’s and Axiom would have been well aware of these later trades from publicly available information at
the time their comments were made.
Cliffs believes that such materially misleading misstatements are an intentional attempt to manipulate Cliffs’ share price
to support the “bearish” position Mr. Johnson’s firm Axiom has historically taken with respect to Cliffs’ stock. As a result of these
statements, Cliffs has already instructed its outside legal counsel to pursue appropriate legal action against all parties involved.
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